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EQUIVARIANT CONFIGURATION SPACES

COLIN ROURKE  BRIAN SANDERSON

A

The compression theorem is used to prove results for equivariant configuration spaces that are
analogous to the well-known non-equivariant results of May, Milgram and Segal.

Introduction

This paper is concerned with the homotopy type of equivariant configuration

spaces. Some of the results proved here are known or implicit in known results

[2, 5, 8, 9]. However there does not appear to be a systematic treatment in full

generality in the literature. Moreover the treatment given here is new and several of

our results are deduced from the compression theorem [7] by short, elementary

arguments. (The proof of the compression theorem in [7] is also short and

elementary.)

Throughout, G is a finite group and V is a finite-dimensional real representation

of G.

1. Notation and results

A based G-space X is a G-space with basepoint n which is fixed under the action.

We shall assume that all basepoints are non-degenerate. For a G-space this means

that the inclusion ²n´ZX satisfies the Homotopy Extension Property (HEP)

through equivariant maps (or equivalently that there is an equivariant retraction of

X¬I on X¬²0´e²n´¬I ).

Let x `X ; then G
x
denotes the isotropy group of x, in other words, the subgroup

²g `G r g(x)¯x´ of G. Let H be any subgroup of G ; then XHB ²x `X rG
x
[H ´ (the

fixed-point set of H ) and X
H

B ²x `X rG
x
¯H ´. We say that X is G-connected if XH

is connected for each subgroup H of G.

We denote by SV the G-manifold which is the 1-point compactification of V

(thought of as Euclidean space with G action) with basepoint at ¢. If X is a based

G-space then ΩV(X ) is the space of based G-equivariant maps SV MNX and SV(X )

is the G-space SVgX with product action.

Let M be a G-manifold without boundary. Let C
M
(X ) denote the space of G-

equivariant configurations in M with labels in a based G-space X. Thus a point of

C
M
(X ) is a finite subset of M which is closed under the action of G and is equivariantly

labelled in X. The basepoint of C
M
(X ) is the empty configuration and the topology

is such that points labelled by n can be deleted. More precisely, a labelled

configuration of q points is a point of the quotient of the q-fold cartesian product

X
q
(M¬X ) by the symmetric group Σ

q
, acting by diagonal action, such that the q

points of M are distinct. The configuration is equivariant if whenever (m,x) is one of

the labelled points then so is (g(m), g(x)) for all g `G. We identify configurations
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which agree apart from points labelled by n. The topology on C
M
(X ) is the quotient

topology. In other words C
M
(X ) is a quotient space of a subset of 1

q
(X

q
(M¬X )).

There is a well-known map j
V
:C

V
(X )MNΩVSV(X ) which can be described by

thinking of the configuration as a set of charged particles and using the electric field

they generate (see [8, p. 213]). A more useful description of j
V

is given by replacing

C
M
(X ) by the space C%

M
(X ) of ‘ little disks ’ in M labelled in X. To be precise, suppose

that M is equipped with an equivariant metric. A little disk at x `M is an ε-disk Dε

with centre x where ε is small enough so that the exponential map is a diffeomorphism

from the ε-disk in the fibre of T(M ) at x to Dε. A point of the little disk space C%
M
(X )

is a finite disjoint collection of little disks in M which is closed under the action of G

and such that each little disk is labelled by a point of X and this labelling is

equivariant. The topology is such that disks labelled by n are ignored (as above). The

map C%
M
(X )MNC

M
(X ) which takes each disk to its centre is well known to be a

homotopy equivalence; see for example [3, Appendix, p. 289].

Replacing C
M
(X ) by C%

M
(X ), the map j

V
can be described as follows. A little disk

at x `V can be canonically identified with the unit disk D in V (via translation and

radial expansion). Given a collection of little disks in V, define a map SV MNSV by

mapping each little disk to SV by using the identification with D and the standard

identification D}¦D¯SV. Map the rest of V to n.

T 1. Let X be a based G-connected G-space. Then j
V
:C

V
(X )MNΩVSV(X )

is a weak homotopy equi�alence.

Notice that in Theorem 1 neither C
V
(X ) nor ΩVSV(X ) is necessarily a monoid.

However, if we let V1 denote the representation VG id2 then C
V+"

(X ) is equivalent

to a monoid and we can form the classifying space BC
V+"

(X ).

T 2. Let X be a based G-space. Then j
V+"

induces a weak homotopy

equi�alence BC
V+"

(X )MNΩVSV+"(X ).

Note that in Theorem 2 and the following corollary X is not assumed to be G-

connected. Recall that if A is a topological monoid then the natural map AMNΩBA

is called the group completion of A. Group completion is a homotopy notion; thus we

also refer to a group completion composed with a homotopy equivalence as a group

completion. A group completion composed with a weak homotopy equivalence is

called a weak group completion (cf. Remark 1).

C 1. Let W be a representation with a tri�ial summand. Then

j
W

:C
W
(X )MNΩWSW(X ) is a weak group completion.

Proof. Write W¯V1 and apply Theorem 2. *

Theorem 1 is new. The special case when V has a trivial summand and Corollary

1 are proved in Hauschild [2] (Hauschild proves the result for X¯S !. However his

methods extend with little alteration. See the remarks at the end of [2]). A

generalisation of Theorem 1 (where V is replaced by an arbitrary G-manifold) is given

in Section 4. Theorem 2 can be deduced using Hauschild’s methods [2], but we prefer

instead to deduce it using Segal’s methods [8], which can be adapted to prove the

following stronger result.
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T 3. Let M be a G-manifold. Then BC
M×2(X ) is homotopy equi�alent to

C
M
(SX ).

In the case when X is not necessarily G-connected and V has no trivial summand,

then the above results give us no information about C
V
(X ). However in this case we

can write C
V
(X ) as XG¬A where A is a certain topological monoid (for details here

see Section 4). We then have the following.

T 4. There is a weak homotopy equi�alence t :ΩVSV(X )MNXG¬ΩBA

such that t a j
V

is homotopic to the natural map C
V
(X )¯XG¬AMNXG¬ΩBA.

This result improves on Segal’s result [9, Theorem B]. Segal proves a stable result

for the special case X¯S !. Theorem 4 is significantly sharper even in this special case.

R 1. We have been careful to state exactly when we can prove homotopy

equivalence and when we can only prove weak homotopy equivalence. It is worth

noting that if X has the G-homotopy type of a G-CW complex then all the spaces

defined above have the homotopy type of CW complexes; in this case the word

‘weak’ can be deleted from all the results (cf. Araki and Murayama [1] and Waner

[10]).

R 2. As remarked following Theorem 1, equivariant configuration spaces

and loops–suspension spaces are not usually monoids. This contrasts with the

situation in the classical loops–suspension theorem where the configuration space

approximates the monoid structure closely (see for example May [4]). The one case

where the configuration space C
V
(X ) is a monoid (up to homotopy) is when the

representation V has a trivial summand. In this case ΩVSV(X )¯Ω(ΩV «SV(X )) is a

loop space (where V¯V «1). The equivalent monoid structure on C
V
(X ) is

described in detail in Section 3 (see the start of the description of q) and this

description makes it clear that j
V

commutes (up to homotopy) with the monoid

structures. This fact is implicit in Theorem 2.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

We follow the proof given in [7] of the non-equivariant case. Here is a quick sketch

of the argument. A representative of π
k
C

V
(X ) is a parallel framed manifold in 2k¬V

equivariantly labelled in X, whilst a representative of π
k
ΩVSV(X ) is a semi-parallel

framed manifold. The compression theorem applied locally implies that they are

equivalent. The description of π
k
ΩVSV(X ) is justified by transversality to 0 `V. The

concepts ‘parallel ’ and ‘semi-parallel ’ are defined in the detailed version of the

argument, which now follows. We start with the details of the transversality result

that we need.

Consider a G-map f :V¬QMNV¬X, where Q is a smooth manifold with trivial

G-action, such that the composition with projection on V is smooth. Let x `V¬Q and

let H¯G
x
(the isotropy group of x) and let W¯VH (the subspace of V fixed by H ).

Thus x `W¬Q. Let U be the orthogonal complement of W in V (we assume without

loss that we have an equivariant Riemannian metric on all G-manifolds) ; then U can

be identified with each fibre of the normal bundle of W¬Q in V¬Q. Denote the fibre

at x by U
x
.

Now f(x) `W¬X and we can again identify U with each fibre of the normal

bundle of W¬X in V¬X. Denote the fibre at f(x) by U
fx
. We say that f is semi-parallel
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at x if there is a neighbourhood N of 0 in U such that f rN
x
is the identity N

x
MNN

fx
,

where N
x
,N

fx
are the copies of N in U

x
,U

fx
respectively. There is a similar definition

of semi-parallel near a subset of V
H
¬Q which is closed in W¬Q. (Recall that V

H
Z

W¯VH is the subset of points with isotropy group H.)

We say that f is trans�erse to 0¬XZV¬X if for each subgroup H of G, f rV
H
¬Q

is transverse to 0¬XZV¬X and further f −"(0¬X )fV
H
¬Q is a closed subset C of

VH¬Q (in fact a submanifold by transversality) and f is semi-parallel near C. (Notice

that the definition implies that f −"(0¬X ) is a disjoint collection of manifolds each of

which has the property that all points have the same isotropy group.)

L 1 (transversality). The map f is ε-equi�ariantly homotopic to a trans�erse

map. Further, if f is already trans�erse near a closed subset C (in�ariant under G) then

we can assume the homotopy fixed on C.

Proof. Consider the conjugacy classes ²G´¯#
"
,#

#
,…,#

q
¯²²e´´ of subgroups of

G ordered such that H `#
i
, K `#

j
, HZK imply that j! i. Suppose that f is transverse

near f −"(0¬X )fVH for each H `#
i
, 1% i! j and consider H `#¯#

j
. Let W¯VH

and U be as above and consider the open subset V
H

ZW. Denote by V# the union

5
H`# V

H
and by W# the union 5

H`# VH. By supposition f is already transverse near

W®V
H

for each H `# and this implies that f −"(0¬X )fV# is a closed subset C of W#.

We start by making f semi-parallel near C. For any point x `VH, H `# we can

deform f to be semi-parallel by choosing a small ε-neighbourhood N of 0 `U,

squeezing f rN
x

to f(x) and growing f rN radially outwards in U
fx

to be the identity

N
x
MNN

fx
. By doing the same homotopy for each point in the orbit of x (which is a

discrete subset of V# in bijection with the set of cosets G}H ) we have an equivariant

homotopy which makes f semi-parallel at x. A similar process will make f semi-

parallel near x (work in a neighbourhood which is small enough not to meet any of

its translates under G}H ) and we can leave f fixed near a closed subset where it is

already semi-parallel. A standard patch-by-patch argument will now make f semi-

parallel near C.

We now apply ordinary transversality to f :V#¬QMNW#¬X to make it

transverse to 0¬X by a homotopy which leaves the X-coordinate fixed. Again we

work patch by patch, copying the (small) homotopy around orbits, and preserve the

semi-parallel condition by extending the movement by crossing with the identity on

N for a suitably small neighbourhood of 0 in U. The method of proof makes the

relative statement clear. *

Continuing with the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that a representative of

π
k
C

V
(X ) is a collection T of parallel framed manifolds in Sk¬WH equivariantly

labelled in X for varying H, where parallel means having normal bundle whose fibres

can be identified with the appropriate translate of V. Further, we may assume that

these are smooth manifolds with boundary labelled by n. This uses non-degeneracy of

the basepoint, which implies that X is homotopy equivalent to X with a whisker ²n´¬I

attached at the basepoint. Deform the labelling map l to be transverse to n¬1}2 and

then stretch [0, 1}2] to [0, 1] ; the proof of transversality needed here is a simplified

version of the proof given above. Make l rTHi transverse to n¬1}2 by induction on

i ; each move is extended to a neighbourhood by moving normal fibres like their

centres and the process then continues.
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Now by the main transversality lemma, a representative of π
k
ΩVSV(X ) is a

collection U of semi-parallel framed manifolds. Notice that the argument just given

implies that we may ignore the labelling map near n and hence that we are mapping

into V¬X rather than SV(X ). Moreover again by the same argument we can assume

that these manifolds have boundaries labelled by n¬1}2, which is then replaced by

n. However G-connectivity of X implies that all components of these manifolds can

be assumed to have boundary. Choose a point x `U
H
, say, and choose a small disk

centre x, with collar both invariant under H where ‘small ’ means that the disk does

not meet any of its translates under representatives of G}H. Use connectivity of XH

to deform the label on the disk to n and extend using the collar and a path to the

basepoint. Do the same for the translates. The interiors of the disks are now labelled

by n and can be deleted.

Now by the compression theorem such a framed manifold (with boundary) can be

made parallel ; the version of the compression theorem needed here is the codimension

0 (with boundary) version of the multi-compression theorem (see [7, note at end of

Section 4]). The isotopy is not small in this version but of the following form: shrink

to a neighbourhood of a codimension 1 spine, and then perform a small isotopy of the

neighbourhood. This can be made equivariant by choosing an appropriate spine in

the quotient manifold under the group action, using an equivariant shrink and then

the above patch-by-patch argument.

3. Proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3

We shall describe a map q :BC
M×2(X )MNC

M
(SX ) which we shall prove to be a

homotopy equivalence; this proves Theorem 3. The description of q will make it clear

that the diagram below commutes up to homotopy.

CM × 2(X )

Xq

j
XCM (SX )

XCM (SX )XBCM × 2(X )

Here j is defined in a similar way to j
V
; we replace C

M×2(X ) by the homotopy

equivalent space C−

M×2(X ) of disjoint finite sets of ‘ little 1-disks ’ parallel to 2 (little

bi-collars) and use a similar formula to that for j
V

(above the statement of Theorem

1). Below we give a precise definition of BC
M×2 in which C

M×2 is replaced by a strictly

associative monoid C. The vertical unlabelled map in the diagram is then equivalent

to the natural map CMNΩBC. Thus the homotopy equivalence q is induced by j and

Theorem 2 can be deduced by first applying Theorem 3 with M¯V and then

applying Theorem 1 with X replaced by SX.

3.1. Description of q

In order to define the classifying space BC
M×2(X ) we shall replace C

M×2(X ) by a

homotopy equivalent strictly associative monoid and we do this in a standard way (cf.

[8, bottom of p. 213]). We shall also use ‘ little 1-disks ’ as above. To be precise,

consider the associative monoid C of which a point is a collection (configuration) of

little 1-disks in M¬(0, t) for some t& 0. The 1-disks are required to be parallel to 2

and the collection is closed under action of G and equivariantly labelled in X.
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(1, 1, 1)

(1, 1, 0)

(1, 0, 0)(0, 0, 0)

F 1. Disjoint thickened slices of the standard 3-simplex.

Addition is defined by juxtaposing the intervals (0, t), (0, t«) to form the interval

(0, tt«).
The classifying space B¯BC is the realisation of the simplicial space of which an

n-simplex is an n-tuple of such configurations, with faces defined by omitting the first

or last configuration or by adding an adjacent pair of configurations. We shall define

q :BMNC
M
(SX ).

First we require some technicalities on slices of the standard simplex.

Let ∆
n
¯²²x

"
,… ,x

n
´ `2n r 0%x

n
%…%x

"
% 1´ denote the standard n-simplex.

The kth slice of ∆
n
, denoted L

k
, is the (n®1)-cell ²x `∆

n
rx

k
¯ "

#
´. The vertices of ∆

n
are

�
!
¯ (0,… , 0), �

"
¯ (1, 0,… , 0),… , �

n
¯ (1,… , 1). Let σ

k
be the face of ∆

n
spanned by

�
!
,… , �

k−"
and let τ

k
be the face spanned by �

k
,… , �

n
. Then ∆

n
is the join of σ

k
with

τ
k
and the product of σ

k
with τ

k
can be identified with L

k
by (u, �)PN "

#
(u�). Given

parameters s
k
` (0,¢) for 1%k% n we will show how to thicken and pull apart the

slices L
k
so that interiors of thickened slices are pairwise disjoint (see Figure 1). The

thickened kth slice TL
k

will be defined as the image of an embedding S
k
: (0, s

k
)¬

σ
k
¬τ

k
MN∆

n
.

Let θ : [0,¢)MN ["
#
, 1) be the homeomorphism given by θ(t)¯ (2}π) arctan(1t).

Let �
i
`σ

k
, �

j
` τ

k
, and so i!k% j. Define S

k
(t, �

i
, �

j
)¯ u

i,k
�
i
(1®u

i,k
) �

j
, where

u
i,k

¯ θ(s
i+"

…s
k−"

t), and in general define

S
k
(t, u, �)¯ 3

!
%i!k

k%j%n

λ
i
µ
j
S

k
(t, �

i
, �

j
),

where u¯3
!
%i!k

λ
i
�
i
and �¯3

k%j%n
µ
j
�
j
.

We are ready to define q. Consider configurations c
k
in M¬(0, s

k
), for 1%k% n,

and labelling functions x
k
:c

k
MNX. Each little 1-disk d ` c

k
is determined by its

centre point c(d ) and the radius ε(d ) of the 1-disk. A typical point in an n-simplex of

B can be written as b¯ [t
"
,… , t

n
, (c

"
,x

"
),… , (c

n
,x

n
)]. We will define q(b). If (t

"
,… , t

n
)

is not in the image of any S
k

then define q(b)¯ n. Suppose then that (t
"
,… , t

n
)¯

S
k
(t, u, �). Let d ` c

k
; then c(d )¯ (c«, c§) `M¬(0, s

k
) and we define c« to be in the
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configuration of q(b) if rt®c§r% ε(d ). The label of c« in SX has X-coordinate x
k
(d ) and

suspension coordinate (1}2ε(d )) (tε(d )®c§).

3.2. Proof that q is a homotopy equi�alence

We adapt the proof given in Segal [8] of the case when M¯2n and the action of

G is trivial (see [8, Proposition 2.1]). We need to consider two other spaces. B« is the

classifying space of the partial monoid of configurations in M labelled in X, where the

operation is union of disjoint configurations (see [8, p. 215]) and B§ is the classifying

space of the sub-partial monoid of CDC
M×2(X ) (defined above) comprising

configurations which project homeomorphically to M with the operation being

defined only for configurations which project disjointly to M. Projection p :B§MNB«
is a homotopy equivalence with inverse induced by inclusion of M as M¬"

#
Z

M¬(0, 1). Further, q« :B«MNC
M
(SX ) can be defined by using the halfway slices L

k

and ‘full-size ’ bicollars and then q« :B«MNC
M
(SX ) is a homeomorphism by the same

proof as [8, Proposition 2.3]. Thus it suffices to prove that the inclusion i :B§MNB

is a homotopy equivalence, and that the diagram below commutes up to homotopy.

B″ B′

B

q′i

q

p

CM(SX )

The following considerations explain why it is to be expected that i :B§MNB is

a homotopy equivalence.

A thin 2-slice of a configuration in M¬2 projects homeomorphically to M.

Further, the addition in C shows that any configuration is the sum of such

configurations. This implies that any 1-simplex in B can be deformed across a

sequence of 2-simplexes until it is replaced by a chain of 1-simplexes in B§. In a similar

way, higher-dimensional simplexes in B can be deformed into B§.
This argument can readily be sharpened to prove that B§MNB is a weak

homotopy equivalence. The proof given in [8] can be regarded as sharpening this

argument to prove a full homotopy equivalence. In [8] the process of splitting

configurations into 2-slices is made precise as ‘disintegration’ ; see [8, pp. 217–218].

On a more formal level, the proof in [8] carries over to the equivariant case with

obvious changes. There is one comment which needs to be made. We need an

equivariant version of the application of non-degeneracy of the basepoint made just

below [8, Proposition 2.7]. This is done by using a simple transversality argument as

in the proof of Theorem 1 above.

Finally, to see that q«pD qi, observe that if b `B§ is determined as above by an n-

tuple of configurations of little 1-disks then q«p(b) is defined using the halfway slices

and full-size bicollars whilst qi(b)¯ q(b), defined above, uses slices near but not

exactly halfway and with small bicollars. Thus the required homotopy is given by

sliding the slices to halfway (use the formula for the slices above and a homotopy of

θ to the constant map to "

#
) and expanding the collars.

4. Proof of Theorem 4

We shall need an extension of Theorem 1 which applies to configurations in a

general G-manifold.
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Let M be a G-manifold of dimension n without boundary and with tangent bundle

T
M
. Let E

M
be the sphere bundle in T(M )G 1; this bundle can also be thought of as

the disk bundle in T(M ) with each fibre of the sphere bundle squeezed to a point

(which is taken as the basepoint in the fibre). Let E
M
(X ) denote the bundle with fibre

Sn(X ) obtained from E
M

by taking the smash product with X in each fibre. Let Γ
M
(X )

denote the space of equivariant sections of E
M
(X ). Γ

M
(X ) is based by the base section

(given by the basepoint in each fibre).

A map j :C
M
(X )MNΓ

M
(X ) is given by the replacement of C

M
(X ) by the

equivalent little disk space C%
M
(X ) and then use of the description given in McDuff

[5, p. 95]. (McDuff calls this map φε ; the formula is in the middle of the page.)

Theorem 1 has the following generalisation.

T 5. Let X be a based G-connected space. Then j :C
M
(X )MNΓ

M
(X ) is a

weak homotopy equi�alence.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalisation of the proof of Theorem 1.

We first discuss the case when G is trivial. An element of π
k
C

M
(X ) can be regarded

as a compact submanifold of 2k¬M of dimension k, such that the projection on 2k

is an immersion; it is labelled in X so that the boundary is labelled by n (see the

whisker argument used in the proof of Theorem 1 here).

Now an element of π
k
Γ

M
(X ) can be interpreted by transversality to the zero

section as a compact submanifold W, say, of 2k¬M, which is labelled in X so that

the boundary is labelled by n. Further, the normal bundle pulls back from T(M ) and

hence each fibre has an explicit identification with the tangent fibre to M at the same

point. Locally, using a local trivialisation of T(M ), this means that the normal bundle

is framed with framing not necessarily the same as this local trivialisation. The

compression theorem can now be applied locally to make these framings agree and

thus W can locally be moved to a parallel submanifold. Using the relative version of

the compression theorem and working patch by patch we can move W globally to

a parallel submanifold and this shows that jk :π
k
C

M
(X )MNπ

k
Γ

M
(X ) is surjective. A

similar relative argument shows that jk is injective.

This proof is extended to the general case (when G is non-trivial) in exactly the

same way that the proof of the non-equivariant loops–suspension theorem given in

[7, Section 6] was extended to the equivariant case in the proof of Theorem 1: we

replace transversality by equivariant transversality and we replace the local moves

given by the compression theorem by equivariant moves, by copying the local move

around an orbit. *

We can now prove Theorem 4. If V has no non-trivial summand, we can write

C
V
(X ) as the product XG¬C

Q×2(X ), where Q is the unit sphere in V. This is because

0 `V must be labelled by a fixed point of G in X and the configuration is described

by giving the label at 0 (which might be n) and an equivariant configuration in

V®²0´FQ¬2. Write A for C
Q×2(X ).

Now, by Theorem 3, there is a group completion AMNΩC
Q
(SX ). Further, by

Theorem 5, C
Q
(SX ) has the weak homotopy type of Γ

Q
(SX ). Thus there is a weak

group completion AMNΩΓ
Q
(SX ).

Next consider Γ
Q
(SX ). This is the space of cross-sections of E

Q
(SX ), where E

Q
is

the disk bundle of T
Q
, with each boundary sphere squeezed to a point, and E

Q
(SX )

is obtained by smashing each fibre with SX. Ignoring the G-action, this is a bundle
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with fibre Sn−"gS "gX, and, ignoring X as well for the moment, we can identify each

fibre Sn−"gS " with SV. Think of the Sn−" in the fibre over q `Q as the subspace of V

parallel to the tangent plane to Q at q, compactified at ¢ ; think of S " as the similarly

compactified perpendicular line. It follows that we can identify each fibre of E
Q
(SX )

with SV(X ) and taking account of the G-action we see that Γ
Q
(SX ) is the space of

equivariant maps QMNSV(X ).

We can now interpret ΩΓ
Q
(SX ) as the subspace Z of ΩVSV(X ) comprising maps

SV MNSV(X ) which near zero and infinity map to n. We shall construct a homotopy

equivalence h :ΩVSV(X )MNXG¬Z. The required weak homotopy equivalence t (of

the statement of Theorem 4) is the composition of u with the identification of z (up

to weak homotopy type) with the group completion of A which is described above.

It is straightforward to check that t a j
V

is homotopic to the natural map XG¬AMN
XG¬Z and Theorem 4 follows.

It remains to construct u. Consider an equivariant map f :SV MNSV(X ). Now f

must map 0 `V to either the basepoint of SV(X ) or to 0¬p in SVgX, where p `XG

and p1 n. Thus in either case f determines a point of XG. Further, by squeezing a

neighbourhood of 0 to 0 and then radially expanding a small sphere near zero to

infinity, we can homotope f so that there is a small disk D centred at 0 such that f

identifies D}¦D with SV¬p. Further, we can squeeze a neighbourhood of ¢ to ¢.

Once this has been done, we can see that f on V®D determines a map in Z. These

constructions define u :ΩVSV(X )MNXG¬Z. A map � :XG¬ZMNΩVSV(X ) is given

by (p, g) being sent to the map which identifies D}¦D with SV¬p and maps V®D

by g. It is straightforward to check that u and � are inverse homotopy equivalences.
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